Obstetrical Care Triage Department Flow Map for ARI/Travel Screening

**Initial Assessment**

- ARI symptoms Failed
- ARI symptoms with travel Failed
- Unable to assess

**MRP Assessment**

- Admit on D + C Precautions*
- MRP Assessment identifies/ corroborates travel
- MRP assessment identifies ARI
- Discontinue D + C precautions* with enhanced PPE

**Infectious Disease Assessment**

- Patient remains on D + C precautions* with enhanced PPE in negative pressure room environment
- Infectious Disease Consult Required
- Initiate the escalated response for an IDT

**Legend**

- ARI: Acute Respiratory Infection
- D + C: Droplet and Contact Precautions
- Enhanced PPE: As identified per IDT
- MRP: Most Responsible Physician
- IDT: Infectious Disease Threat

* Ensure signage posted and most appropriate precaution order in Cerner